MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: Army Green Service Uniform (AGSU) Approval Announcement and Wear Guidance

1. Reference:

2. On 11 November 2018 the Secretary of the Army officially approved and announced the Army Green Service Uniform as the new service uniform to replace the Army Service Uniform (ASU) in the future.

3. Over the next few months, limited user evaluators will be wearing the AGSU. These user evaluators will provide vital feedback to Army senior leadership to finalize all wear procedures as we move closer to Army wide use of the AGSU. The new AGSU is not approved for any other personnel nor is it available for purchase.

4. Limited user evaluators will continue to wear their AGSU in accordance with (IAW) references 1a and 1b except for the following specific guidance:
   a. Due to the female AGSU dress coat incorporating pocket flaps, all limited user evaluators will wear their service insignia IAW the male uniform standards.
   b. No more than one identification badge per pocket will be worn.
   c. No more than four combat and special skills badges to include marksmanship badge will be worn.
   d. No more than two special skills tabs from group 4 (sewn on) will be worn.
   e. Either permanently awarded unit awards or the temporary awarded unit awards will be worn. They will not be mixed.
   f. Either oxidized finish or silver finish will be worn. They cannot be mixed.
   g. Name plates will not be worn on the AGSU coat or long/short sleeve shirts.
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Additional guidance may be published as needed as we obtain more information.

5. The point of contact for this action is MSG Lorena Wilson, Uniform Policy Branch at lorena.j.wilson.mil@mail.mil or (703) 695-5703/5473.

THOMAS C. SEAMANDS
Lieutenant General, GS
Deputy Chief of Staff, G1
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